
Which

standards does

this activity

meet?

 Blow up the balloon to about

4 inches in diameter

 Use a clip to pinch it closed

 Insert a funnel into the

balloon

 Add a little bit of cornstarch

at a time, releasing a bit of air

each time

Tie the balloon closed

For extra security, cut off the

tip of the second balloon and

wrap it around the first

balloon, tying it closed.
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Discussio
n

Topics/Q
uestions

What does b
eing angry

look, so
und, and fee

l lik
e?

Does b
eing angry ever

make you fee
l lik

e doing

things you shouldn't?

What could you do

instead?

How can the st
ress

balloon help you fee
l

calm?

WHen els
e can you use t

he

stress 
balloon?

Stress balloons can be

used to help with a variety

of emotions, particularly

when children are feeling

stressed or angry. This

can be put in a calming

box as a coping tool to
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Identify

appropriate time

and place to

safely process

emotions,

independently or

with the guidance

of a trusted

adult

Tips for parents

Identify and
begin to use

strategies to
regulate and

manage
behaviors.
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Activity

Instructions

SEL Make-And-Take Kit:

Stress Balloon

manage emotions appropriately.

Help your child understand how

squeezing the stress balloon

can release the tension we feel 

when we are angry or the stress

we feel when we are overwhelmed.

This week's books are all about

anger.

Angry Cookie

Laura Dockrill

E DOC

I choose to calm my

anger

Elizabeth estrada
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Cool down and work

through anger

Cheri Meiners

Overdrive
Anh's Anger
Gail Silver
Overdrive

How to take the Grrrr
out of anger

Melanie Lisovskis
Overdrive

My No, no, no day
Rebecca Patterson

E PAT

No More Tantrums
Maria Van Lieshoute VAN

https://www.scholastic.com/parents/family-

life/social-emotional-learning/praise-and-

discipline/anger-management-children.html

where can i

learn more?

http://www.jonestherapyservices.com/blog/-5-

therapeutic-solutions-to-help-your-child-deal-with-

anger/

https://childmind.org/article/angry-kids-dealing-

with-explosive-behavior/

When I feel Frustrated

Michael Gordon

J 155.4 GOR

Books

https://www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/social-emotional-learning/praise-and-discipline/anger-management-children.html
http://www.jonestherapyservices.com/blog/-5-therapeutic-solutions-to-help-your-child-deal-with-anger/
https://childmind.org/article/angry-kids-dealing-with-explosive-behavior/

